Grace defends holdings

By Reid Lichtenfels

"Let's work to improve the lot of three people (Latin Americans)," J. Peter Grace told a divided crowd of students in the Library Auditorium Friday evening. Grace, a University Trustee, is president of W. R. Grace and Company, a firm with substantial Peruvian interests.

He explained in his introductory remarks that he is a staunch critic of capitalism in South America. Professor Peter Wube, Director of African Studies and a professor in both government and economics, also offered comments on the situations prevailing in Latin America.

"The percent of the Gross National Product spent in foreign aid in the 1960's was reduced to one-fourth of the amount spent during the Marshall Plan period (1949-1952), Grace explained in his introductory remarks. "This is the area in which we have to work."

He said that a capital investment of approximately $150,000 was necessary to create one jobs in South America. "After the War, I became president and was trying to invest money and create the needed jobs."

Grace listed workers on his Peruvian plantations making $1,900 per year, or "four times the average wage in the country." He also said that the company saves Peru 15 million dollars per year by being able to produce paper from indigenous sugar cane. Formerly, Peruvians had to import all of their paper.

"Last year we made zero," he said of his company's profits. "so we would have been better off with our $128 million in a bank."

Grace concluded his comments by facetiously attacking Melville followed.

"I would like to give the view of the people," he rebutted, "for I involved myself in a movement of the people-the Revolution." He said that he had been expelled "by the Peter Graces... the United States government."

Melville quickly apologized for not having statistics at hand.

Little resistance met in Cambodia

SAIGON (UP)-U.S. Army troops pressing into Cambodia discovered a motor pool and supply depot for medicine, munitions, food and fuel Saturday. They encountered no significant resistance to their campaign to locate and destroy the Communist command headquarters for the war in South Vietnam.

To the south of the American operation, two columns of South Vietnamese troops drove from the north and the south linked up yesterday at Ba Thu in the Parrot's Beak area of Cambodia.

The U.S. military command said neither campaign has met significant resistance, but spokesmen said more than 1,300 Communists had been killed in scattered fighting since the fronts were opened into Cambodia last week. American casualties were 13 dead and 32 wounded. The South Vietnamese have lost 90 dead and 396 wounded.

Since Friday, when American forces rolled out of South Vietnam into Cambodia's Phatthok area, at least 650 Communists have been slain there, the spokesman said. Seven hundred and seven Communists have been reported killed in the Parrot's Beak region 50 miles to the south, they said.

Approximately 10,000 troops are involved in each operation. (Please turn to page 7)

Carney, Rustin hold open meeting

A group of thirty to forty students and other unidentified persons gathered at the meeting room door of the Center for Continuing Education in an attempt to prevent the trustees from entering.

The pounding followed two and one hour of shouting and a door to door search of the Center for Continuing Education in an attempt to keep the trustees from entering.

Included in the period of an impromptu meeting of close to two hundred students was a statement made by trustees of the university at the meeting.

Carney, Rustin and Bayard Rustin decided to open the meeting and invited students to attend. (Please turn to page 7)

Christian University subject of Forum

Prof. Charles McCarthy

"Notre Dame has become an idolatrous institution. Its spirit is not that of Jesus Christ; there is some other spirit controlling it, and not the spirit of Jesus Christ." This was the结论 of four men who make up the Study of Nonviolence, initiated Saturday afternoon's University Forum discussion of "Notre Dame as a Christian University."

McCarthy was one of six panelists who participate in the fourth University forum, addressing an audience of about one hundred people. Other panelists included Trustee Thomas Carney, Alumni Richard Rosenthal, and Dean Frederick Cross.

"I personally have no desire to teach in a university that is not a Christian university," said a student.

In elaboration of his point, McCarthy maintained Notre Dame is not trying to meet the minimum standards of the church. As a result, he called Notre Dame another Michigan State University at best.

In fact, McCarthy indicated that Notre Dame is a greater institution than M.S.U. because of "false witness." "Notre Dame baptizes its action and inaction in Christian rhetoric and ritual, thereby setting up mechanisms for maintaining the integrity that the church desires," he declared. "Jesus Christ did not suffer and die so his twentieth century disciples could have and should be heard."

Little resistance met in Cambodia

By John O'Neill

"It's 80 degrees out there and they're already ready to talk about the student grievances and to convey them to the entire Board."

This illustrated vehement objections by the leaders of the original move into the building who now comprised less than one-fifth of the people in the Auditorium. They demanded a

Grace holds open meeting; trustees end early

"Our meeting room door was forced open and we had to appeal to the police for help," said a member of the University Club in an interview with The Observer.

"We asked Mr. Carney, Mr. Rustin, and Mr. Bayard Rustin to stay and talk to us, but they refused."

This was the conclusion of the meeting, at which time the trustees left the room. (Please turn to page 7)
Officials discuss war policy

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Fresh United States bombing attacks inside North Vietnam, involving more than 150 planes in the biggest raid in 18 months, yesterday appeared to be raising over Nixon administration policy in Indochina.

Vice President Spiro T. Agnew indicated the new raids reported by Defense Department sources Saturday night did not mean a change in American policy of refraining from general bombardment of North Vietnam. A White House official also said there was no change in policy.

But the Democratic National Committee issued a statement charging that Agnew's remarks were misleading because the Nixon administration's action of the past week signifies a major escalation of the war in Indochina.

"The air strikes into North Vietnam combined with the invasion of Cambodia means, in effect, that any further policy of disengagement has ended," the committee said.

A story run on CBS' "Face the Nation".

Protective Attacks

He said: "The attacks in North Vietnam, just over the Demilitarized Zone, have traditionally been ones of preventive attack. So far as I know, these attacks hit into that category.

Agnew said he had no information on the scale of the attack, which some believed were aimed at large Communist supply dumps, and he cut off any question on the information about the attacks "in thus far not verified by any credible source."

White House officials said Sunday night the attacks were ordered by President Nixon.

Understanding policy, reconnaissance planes are said to be engaged by armed forces with orders to fire if fired upon, Defense Department sources said.

Agnew said that the Vietnamese have authorization for some time to go beyond simply returning fire and to launch large scale retaliatory attacks. He said several such attacks have been made in recent days, the most recent was the longest since the bombing halt.

No Responsibility

Agnew also said in the interview that Nixon's decision to send American troops into Cambodia this past week to attack Communist sanctuaries does not imply a pledge to protect the President's "quagmire." He said: "We have no responsibility to Cambodia."

Defense Secretary Melvin R. Laird, Jr., and President Nixon on U.S. News and World Report, said yesterday the entire character of the war in Vietnam will change if the Communist sanctuaries are destroyed. The sanctuaries, he said, "permitted the communists to compose a continuous and growing threat to South Vietnam's internal security that no amount of progress in the war in Vietnam on the cheap or pacification could eliminate."

Minority groups speak

The activities of the Rainbow Coalition discussion session yesterday were hampered by the absence of the Black Panther representatives who were unable to leave Chicago for political reasons.

Ted Zawadski and Bob Perry, organizers of the Library discussion, revealed that they received a phone call at 1:10 informing them that the Panthers were being subjected to "political harassment." In addition, they claimed that the Panther caller said that he didn't want to say any more information because the telephone in the Chicago headquarters is tapped.

Zawadski said that the harassment might be a "bust" of some sort but that he couldn't be sure until he had communicated farther with the Panthers.

The first group that spoke was the United Mexican-Americans of South Bend, a group of Chicano and whites attempting to organize migrant workers in Southern Michigan and Northern Indiana.

Loupe Rocha, a Chicano, said that the problem of farmworkers was not just one of the migrant groups but of the "entire Hispanic community," that the "paternalistic attitude of many groups" that try to help migrant workers was harmful. As an example, he used the distribution of soap and toothbrushes to migrant children which he saw as an "insult to the hard working mothers who do not have the time to keep their children spotted."

Dave Cormier, a Notre Dame graduate student, said that UNMEX will begin organizing migrant workers in the Midwest, which has three times as many migrant workers as California. He said that the migration into the Midwest would be a local migrant problem, pushing for that the organizations of the workers, laws, and providing aid to workers who might because of unionizing activities.

Cormier added that most of the local migrant work was done in harvesting crops and processing plants like turkey farms. He admitted the possibility of strike-breakers but added that if the strike were long, the available strike-breakers, mostly high school students, would decrease.

The only other group to participate in the discussion was the Young Patriots, an organization of poor Southern and Appalachian whites located in uptown Chicago.

Don Youngblood, the group's representative, described in length the organization's two major activities. The first of these is a breakfast program patterned after the Panther program.

The other major project is a free medical clinic. Youngblood said already proved extremely valuable health services to "one to two thousand people in six months of existence."

The Patriots hope to expand the program, now running five days a week, to a full time clinic.

Youngblood said the operation is being challenged by the Chicago Board of Health, which refuses to give a license. He added that only licensed physicians and regulated medical work at the clinic.

The Patriots have not secured a location.

"Because we do not want to submit to the regulation of the Board of Health."

Youngblood characterized the Patriot programs as "socialists that they put basic needs before profit." He said that the group does not charge for any of its services.

The Young Lords and the Pan African Nation did not arrive.

After the discussion in the library, the participants went to the Juniper-Grape area to hold workshops.

Students plan book

A book on Christian attitudes toward war, conscience, the draft, and other related topics, written for high school students, is being prepared by Notre Dame and St. Mary's students.

The book will contain about twenty essays, and each section will include essay material, fiction or some other imaginative form, cartoons, photos, and cartoons.

Students who have already prepared most of the content about this book will meet at 10 p.m. Tuesday night in the ballroom of the Student Center, and all persons interested in contributing to the book are urged to come to the meeting.

"Most of the essays will be written over the summer, though we have to have five sections done in the near future for some publishers. The writers will have to visit publishers and agree among themselves that they can get a feel for how high school students are thinking about war and conscience so that they can get a feel for how high school students are thinking about war and conscience. The writers will have to visit publishers and agree among themselves so that they can get a feel for how high school students are thinking about war and conscience."

We have received an offer from one publisher that we can get a feel for how high school students are thinking about war and conscience. One of the organizers said.

So far, we have received an offer from one publisher that we can get a feel for how high school students are thinking about war and conscience. One of the organizers said: "We have received an offer from one publisher that we can get a feel for how high school students are thinking about war and conscience."

The planners of the book cite President Kennedy's appointment as an important factor, for if college dorms are abolished the draft will fall sharply on high school graduates who are for the most part indifferent.

Notre Dame or St. Mary's students who are interested in contributing should attend the organizational meeting Tuesday night at 10. Those that cannot attend the meeting should call David Johnson at 8907 or David Lammer at 3737 or 8661, or the office of the Non-violence program at 7574, or should leave a note for Dave Lammer at the O'Keefe office.

YAF for Nixon

ST. LOUIS, Mo. (UPI) - Michael W. Thompson, national chair man of Americans for Fortenot, yesterday called for defeat in the upcoming primary and general elections of "Those Democrats and Republicans who still support President Nixon's move into Cambodia."

Thompson said critics of the administration's policies should "go home and 'psychological lynching' the Democrats to the Community."

We Want You To Join Our Church

Ordained Minister

And Have The Bank Of

Doctor of Divinity

We are now seeking committed and experienced ministers to be a part of our growing church, a unique mission reaching out to a neglected and often overlooked market. We offer a supportive and friendly setting and pay competitive salaries. We welcome women ministers as well.

If you are interested in the spiritual growth of our children and want to make a difference in the lives of others, we need you!

Tell your own friends and neighbors the good news of God's love and find out what Jesus can do for you.

To apply for this position, please send your resume to the pastor: P.O. Box 2708, Chicago, IL 60690; Hollywood, Florida

PROBLEM

FOOD, LAUNDRY, SECURITY

BOOKSTORE etc.

Tickets: Call 4141 at door

"Back by popular demand!" 3 more performances

Good Woman of Setzuan

May 7, 8, 9

O'Laughlin Aud.

Call 7638 - we'll help

student gov't. ombudsman

8:30 pm
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Alumni to meet

About 100 alumni of the University of Notre Dame are expected to attend the University's annual joint meeting of its National Alumni Board and Alumni Senate which starts Wednesday (May 6) in the Center for Continuing Education.

The 85 representatives of regional Alumni Society organizations across the nation will be housed in campus residence halls, and informal meetings with students on the hall levels are scheduled for Thursday night, according to James D. Cooney, executive director of the Alumni Association.

The Alumni Board meeting starts Wednesday with a 7:30 dinner at which James W. Frick, vice president for public relations and development, will speak. Thursday morning the Board will meet in executive session to discuss committee reports, and Philip J. Facenda, special assistant to the president of Notre Dame, will speak at a noon luncheon in the Morris Inn.

Joint sessions of the two groups are scheduled to start at 3 pm Thursday and last through Saturday morning, with topics under discussion including admissions and student affairs.

The joint meetings will adjourn at noon Saturday.

Cambodia protest

By Neil Rosini

Today at 1:30 there will be a student-organized rally at the flag pole to protest the Viet Nam War and its recent expansion into Laos and North Vietnam.

Studs and faculty members of the University of Notre Dame and St. Mary's College. Subscriptions may be purchased for $8 from the Observer, Box 11, Notre Dame, Ind., 46556. Second class postage paid. Notre Dame, Ind., 46556.

We'll send you the $1.69 size of Playtex first-day tampons for only 50c.

You get more than two months' supply free.

There's no other tampon like Playtex. Outside, soft and silky, not cardboardy inside. In extra absorbent, it even protects on your first day. That's why we call it the first-day tampon. In every lab test against the leading regular tampon, Playtex was always more absorbent. Actually 45% more absorbent on the average than the leading regular tampon because of the unique Super-Flex®. It's soft and comfortable to you. Flavors out, flush out, convenient inside.

We're the makers of Playtex tampons. We think you'll love 'em. That's why we're giving you this special "two months free" offer. So please use the coupon and get more than two months' supply free.

Please cut this coupon and mail it to:

Playtex Tampons, 4000 Anderson Manor Road, Towson, Maryland 21286.


*Offer expires August 31, 1970.
The thefts and destruction which occurred during the recent pantry raid are another glaring example of a tendency which has grown all too prevalent not only at Notre Dame, but society in general; that is, a complete disregard and disrespect for both public and private property. The philosophy seems to be if it isn’t tied down, take it; if it is tied down, break it.

Obviously, many of the things taken in the raid were the usual trophys of a pantry raid and serve merely as conversation pieces in the halls. However, many articles, such as record albums, are things that guys make actual use of. The rationale behind the thefts seems to be: “Well, those girls are rich, they can afford it better than I can.” I may be wrong but I’ve got a pretty good hunch that most St. Mary’s women are in just about the same financial situation as the majority of Notre Dame men.

The bookstore and Gilbert’s fine breeze each day due to shoplifting by Notre Dame guys. The rationale behind the thefts: “Well, the bookstore and Gilbert’s are rich, they can afford it better than I can.” As any Econ or Business major could tell you, the bookstore and Gilbert’s are in business to make a profit, that’s the name of the game. If their volume is reduced through thievery, then, in order to compensate, they raise prices.

A funny thing about the guys who “can’t afford” to buy what they need, is that when the weekend comes, they’ve always got money for beer.

One need only look at the security report each week to get an idea of the large amount of destruction of university property which takes place. Most of it consists of windows and other fixtures in the halls being broken by residents of the halls. Guys should realize that in that end it is not the university that pays for the damages, but rather the students. What do you think increases in tuition and room and board are used for? Anyway, it doesn’t take much of a man to punch out a window pane, kick in a door panel or empty a fire extinguisher. A ten year old can do it.

The underlying causes of the problem are complex and diverse. However, a few possible causes could be pointed out.

The bookstores or administrations tend to encourage an individual. A guy comes back to his hall drunk and proceeds to break windows. Do his buddies attempt to stop him? No. A guy comes back from the bookstore with an album he stole. Do any of his friends tell him that he was wrong to have done it? No. Perhaps there is a treatment on the part of the thief for the owner. Taking or breaking something isn’t going to solve the differences between the two parties. It is going to increase them.

Maybe the whole attitude is a result of the increasing dog eat dog atmosphere which prevails in society and which carries over to the Notre Dame campus. If this is the case, then there is going to have to be a drastic change around here before this “Christian community” that everyone talks about can be implemented.

A little soul searching on the part of each individual might help to improve the situation. Or am I a starry-eyed idealist?"
St. Ed's Frosh sets

Faithful to the tradition of Knute Rockne and possibly Fr. Sorin a Notre Dame tradition of Frosh performances, the world's record for longest continuous kiss was achieved.

The freshman, Steve Lautner, won the contest after kissing Deborah Terpstra, a Grand Rapids, Mich. high school student, for nine hours and five minutes in his room at St. Edward's hall. Miss Terpstra, after six hours, threatened to end their performance, commented, "My teeth hurt."

The couple kissed continuously from six in the morning until 3:05 p.m., in the presence of kiss monitors Tim Kiley and Mike Margei. During the time both participants were able to talk, eat, sleep, drink water through a straw, and smoke cigarettes.

The marathon kiss was their second attempt at the record in two days. Their first attempt was aborted when after two hours both participants felt asleep. This time, both participants slept, but never simultaneously.

Miss Terpstra, a local moment after the record-setting performance, said that he attempted the feat "because it was so nice, so fun, and we were married, so broken," said Miss Terpstra.

Both participants agreed that interest in kissing contests had been spiralling, but they certainly weren't the group that they certainly had been.

Nearby dead god, J.P. Mustone, confronts Shen Te, Ann Patterson

A review by Steve Tapscott

The Good Woman triumphs

My friend Sihyi is a flamenco.

She is made of punk plastic and lives in our attic. It is not necessarily Sihyi I'm not sure, but I have a theory that Me has a name at all. Theory: naming our flamlmo is a natural human attempt to subjectify our world, living in a world of objects, our subjectivity is constantly threatened. We react either by externalizing ourselves (naming the flamlmo is asserting our selves over others) or by internalizing our circumstances (the freedom of realizing limits). I thought of Sihyi at the Notre Dame-St. Mary's Theater production of Bertold Brecht's The Good Woman of Setzuan.

It is a fine produc-

A review by famous Jim Brogan

Sly and the Family Stoned

The Magnificent 7 lived up to their potential, but Sly and his Sly Family didn't even come close to making the grade.

Last Saturday night the Student Union and the ACC presented their Grand Prix Concert. The only trouble was that Grand Prix Weekend was cancelled, when in reality only the concert should have been. It is unfortunate that the reaper name was cancelled instead of the concert.

To the local Magnificent 7 fell the responsibility of opening up this debacle. They certainly were better than most of the groups we've seen in other world contests that we have been submitted to this year, being one of the few campus groups in the country that could adequately lick off a performance of this magnitude.

They performed as well as I have ever heard them, but they were battling almost innumerable odds. The audience was not as enthusiastic as it might have come to hear Sly and wasn't about to settle for less.

Their performance, however, should be termed as a success. Their material was
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Editor: During a recent visit to Our Lady’s Place recently I dined with a Government Department faculty member. The gentleman in question dwelt at length on the department’s problems, it seemed that in a period in which the number of majors has doubled the faculty has increased only from ten to eleven. No new hires are in sight in spite of overcrowded classes. The book-buying budget is so low as to be an officer joke.

I thought nothing more until I returned home to pick up a solicitation letter from Mr. Frick of P.R. & Development. I was asked to contribute to SUMMA, and faculty and graduate education needs were dealt with. However, the major demand concerned the $5 million Notre Dame Law Center Program. This latest (of many) "rebuilding" effort for the Law Center sounds around the construction of a "striking five-floor Law Center" at the cost of which I can guess since Mr. Frick didn’t supply it. Notre Dame has, don’t doubt it for an upgrading of the Law School. After all, how will Dean Lawless even get back in New York State politics if his reputation is not bolstered here? However, I would point to more sensible needs than that for a new Law Center.

The status of one department I have described. The English Department lost good men to other universities last year. The Library, which can hold 2,000,000 volumes, is in less than 40% filled.

Finally, du Lac has a budget deficit of $800,000 for this year. Fr. Hesburgh’s potentials as a brick and mortar operation are huge.

Indeed, one of my fondest hopes for many a moon is that Thaddeus Maximus will soon get to serve this capacity. Nonetheless I for one feel that Notre Dame should concentrate less on building new buildings and more on getting (and holding) top faculty, stocking the Library, expanding the graduate program, and so on. Construction is needed far more than gaudy expansion.

I will be the first to admit that many of Notre Dame’s high rollers are most receptive to fund requests that include a building named after them and a position on the Board of Trustees. However, I feel it is not the architectural needs of the university are explained in a rational and civil manner that I, O’Blaugrummy, be the first to grips with this reality. We must come to mean that the warfare means to both the people of South East Asia and the people of the United States. Once we come to realize that, there should be no question about our course of action; the need to act in our context, that is, in Notre Dame.

At this time, students on campuses across the nation have gone on strike, as a sign of their disagreement with the United States foreign policy in South East Asia. It is important for us, as students of Notre Dame, to realize that the students in protest; not only of the situation in Indo-China, but also on our university. There is no question that each student should join this strike. There should be little difference in the role each takes on campus: an illness that the department’s problem. It is understandable that some will feel the call to constructive action against such a presence on this campus.

It is time for energies to be channeled into a constructive manner on matters of consequence on this campus: not just for co-education, but a separate school yet) and to the resources away from the University Arts Council. I resist the implication that engineering and the sciences are not creative fields. If I thought that the sole function of a faculty member in the Engineering College was to provide students with "an office job"; that so that our graduates would spend all their leisure time sleeping or watching TV, I’d quit. Students in engineering and science, hopefully, can make a constructive contribution to our society. They are given a solid base in both their technical and humanist studies so that they can only contribute to our "style" play a significant role in shaping it for the better.

A second point in the article is that, given the opportunity, women should be encouraged to engineer or science as suit their "educational needs." This is a bit of anti-feminist bias, which must admit is not the unique position. Until women have not been deprived of our society of the services of the many intelligent, creative women who could be excellent engineers but don’t even try. An alternate solution to the co-education “problem”, which your columnist hasn’t explored, is to persuade young women that engineering is not only a suitable career but an exciting, creative career which will most fully utilize their potentials.

Sincerely yours,
John W. Luxey

Student strike
Editor: During the past week, the campus of Notre Dame has seen two outbreaks of violence stemming from the piling thousands of dollars of damage to the property of the women of Saint Mary College; the other the takeover of the Continuing Education Center during the meeting of the Board of Trustees. Though these actions were taken in indignity of each other, they were connected in the sense that they were manifestations of an illness on this campus: an illness that the faculty and Administration either do not or will not recognize. That illness is the lack of awareness of the realities of the outside world.

This lack of reality is not exclusive to Notre Dame, for the same lack of awareness is widespread in our society today. The point in hand is the war in Indo-China. We read about massacres and weekly death tolls in newspapers, but in spite of our removal from the action itself, we have no true sensitivity to the implications of our involvement.

There is general agreement today on the immorality and perversity of our presence in South East Asia, as evidenced by the massive support for Moratorium Day this past October. Instead of withdrawal, we are involving ourselves more deeply in the war with our "defensive" in Cambodia.

We, as students of Notre Dame, must come to grips with this reality. We must come to mean that the warfare means to both the people of South East Asia and the people of the United States. Once we come to realize that, there should be no question about our course of action; the need to act in our context, that is, in Notre Dame.

At this time, students on campuses across the nation have gone on strike, as a sign of their disagreement with the United States foreign policy in South East Asia. It is important for us, as students of Notre Dame, to realize that the students in protest; not only of the situation in Indo-China, but also on our university. There is no question that each student should join this strike. There should be little difference in the role each takes on campus: an illness that the department’s problem. It is understandable that some will feel the call to constructive action against such a presence on this campus.

It is time for energies to be channeled into a constructive manner on matters of consequence on this campus: not just for co-education, but a separate school yet) and to the resources away from the University Arts Council. I resist the implication that engineering and the sciences are not creative fields. If I thought that the sole function of a faculty member in the Engineering College was to provide students with "an office job"; that so that our graduates would spend all their leisure time sleeping or watching TV, I’d quit. Students in engineering and science, hopefully, can make a constructive contribution to our society. They are given a solid base in both their technical and humanist studies so that they can only contribute to our "style" play a significant role in shaping it for the better.

A second point in the article is that, given the opportunity, women should be encouraged to engineer or science as suit their "educational needs." This is a bit of anti-feminist bias, which must admit is not the unique position. Until women have not been deprived of our society of the services of the many intelligent, creative women who could be excellent engineers but don’t even try. An alternate solution to the co-education “problem”, which your columnist hasn’t explored, is to persuade young women that engineering is not only a suitable career but an exciting, creative career which will most fully utilize their potentials.

Sincerely yours,
John W. Luxey

Class officers
Editor: Once again, the time has arrived for class elections here at Notre Dame. In the past, candidates have sought these offices with glittering promises and an opportunistic eye for recognition. This year, the elections, the platforms of the victorious candidates are usually discarded as the winners choose to rest with their new-found self-importance. The ultimate losers in each of these campaigns are the students, who, select their "leaders" administration...
Walsh calls for government grants

Continued from the first page.

Americans with misery in the name of liberty."

Melville asserted that the United States investors are containing and controlling the lives of millions of Latin Americans. He decried the Monetarist doctrine as "dubious," basically to make Latin America the economic preserve of the United States.

"We cannot accept the nationalization of anything he while millions of people in Latin America are living in poverty and starvation," Melville said.

Following Melville's remarks, Professor Walsh proposed that the United States have a "resounding charity" to Latin America, to make Latin America the home of millions of Latin Americans; that basic liberties are not extended to them; that dignity and charity to close the gap in Latin America.

Walsh said that the fundamental aspect of Latin American investments, the moral aspect of American foreign policy, was the return flow of capital to the United States. He was met by unanimous applause, saying that of both Grace and Melville.

Walsh proposed to make Latin American students travel to the United States to have a first-hand experience of the Latin American society.

"We should accept the responsibility of the Americas because it's not our own governments and nations," Walsh said.

10,000 in operations in Cambodia

Continued from the first page.

those in the Fishhook mostly Americans of the 1st Air Cavalry and 25th Infantry Divisions. Those in the Parrot's Beak are all South Vietnamese except for about 40 U.S. Army division accompanying the task force.

The command said Americans in the Fishhook discovered a Communist motor pool Sunday when seven 2.30 rockets and two 155mm shells were parked. They also found bunkers containing 10 tons of tons of rice, non-alcoholic beer, 450 cases of rifles, 450 gallons of oil, 65 tons of rice and other arms and ammunition.

Military spokesman said the medical supplies were packed in shipping crates that bore labels showing they had been sent from Paris to the Cambodian capital of Phnom Penh aboard Air France planes.

UPI correspondent Robert Sullivan, who is with the American troops in the Fishhook area, said a force of several hundred air cavalry soldiers was put down by helicopter yearday on Highway Seven in Cambodia to set up a second blockade on the north south route. Armed units of the 25th division blocked the road at another point Saturday near the district town of Monato.

President Nixon Thursday called the objectives of the American thrust into Cambodia was to locate and destroy the Core Central of South Vietnam, command center for Communist war operations in Cambodia and Vietnam.

Except for a mortar barrage early yesterday on the forward command post of the 11th Armored Cavalry Regiment, which caused no fatalities, Communist resistance to the American advance into Cambodia has been light. Spokesmen said. But within South Vietnam, they said, the Communists have mounted a series of significant attacks that included artillery barrages against 77 targets during a 24 hour period ended at 8 am Sunday.
Clarity statement

LAST FRIDAY'S IRISH EYE COLUMN DEALT WITH AN interview of Notre Dame's Athletic Director. In this column the following quote appeared.

"Krause never hesitated a moment when he was asked if Notre Dame ever thought about going back to the possibility of a physical education department in the future. "We'd be out in this if a coach-making factory was to come before our football program. I believe that will benefit them in later life.""

It was pointed out to this department that the context of this passage could have more than one meaning. This was completely unintentional.

Although the structure of the passage might give the idea that the profession of coaching is a demeaning one, such is definitely not the case.

All that was intended to be conveyed was that the name of the column was simply that the university does not plan to introduce a physical education major.

One more week of drills

Some of the bumps and bruises of previous weeks are healing and it looks as though the Notre Dame football squad will be in satisfactory shape when spring training kicks off on Saturday.

The line-up for the day will be as usual with Bob Nideert, a junior who has impressed a number of potential NFL scouts with his weekend performance in the state line-backer's meet, standing in at middle linebacker.

Halfbacks will be steady Deny Allain, who scored three times in Saturday's scrimmage, and Andy Huff who is once again demonstrating a lot of potential. Bill Barz is at fullback, providing that excellent short yardage situations.

The line is not quite as set. John Hampers has seemingly walked on to the team without quite as much note as usual.

Tom Gatewood should be a third baseman, but he may make some of Jim Seymour's records this season if this pitching matchup is any indication of his skills. Bob Creany, a freshman, is improving each week and he should take the right end slot next Saturday.

The interior is well set with Larry Ellingston at left guard and the guards and Dan Novakov at center.

Defensively, the Irish have settled down to a unit. Clarence Ellingston and Mike Cruty should prove difficult for the opposition to crack in the deep secondary. The linebacking corps is probably the most solid part of the team with five proven veterans patrolling four stations. Captain Tom Kelly, Eric Patton, John Wright, Rich Thomason and John Raterman are a rugged crew that should give adequate opposition to the opponents to the minimum of yardage.

The big front four is about the same group as last year and they should be a tremendous asset to the defense. The tackles are filled by Mike Kadish and Greg Marc on or Mike Zikas. All three are mammoth and they should make it extremely difficult to run through.

Delivery is available in nearly every event with three offensive Irish—Bill Eitter, a running back, and Jim Bulger, a big back, will back up the offensive tackles and they should be very difficult to stop. Ted Swendsen, last year's starter, and Bob Neidert should battle for the other terminal. Neidert is a little quicker than Swendsen and this may give him the edge.
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